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In my previous talk I spoke about William Hogarth. Sir Joshua Reynolds was not 

friendly towards Hogarth. It is true that when he was sixty-five he was ready to grant 

Hogarth within his own field of ‘familiar scenes from common life’ a mastery ‘in 

which probably he will never be equalled’. However, eighteen years earlier, when 

Hogarth had been dead only six years, Reynolds was less tolerant. Hogarth, he then 

said, expressed ‘with precision the various shades of passion as they are exhibited by 

vulgar minds’, and those, he added, who employ their pencil only on such ‘low and 

confined subjects’ can never ‘enter into competition with the universal presiding idea 

of the art’.  

 

These passages come from discourses delivered by Reynolds at the prize givings of 

the Royal Academy of which he was President. Hogarth, only a few years before the 

foundation of the Academy, had expressed himself with his usual outspokenness 

against ‘the foolish parade’ of an official academy on the French example. He was, as 

I have explained, virulently anti-foreign, even to the extent of wanting to exclude 

travels of students to Italy. Reynolds had been in Rome for over two years and in his 

Discourses reiterated the necessity of such journeys for students. According to him 

they cannot develop their art without a knowledge of classical antiquity.  

 

To feel to the full the contrast between Reynolds and Hogarth, you need only look at 

two self-portraits in London, Hogarth’s at the Tate Gallery, Reynolds’ at the Royal 

Academy; the one round-faced, with sensuous lips, looking you straight in the face, 

and accompanied by a pug- dog licking his lip and looking very much like his master. 

The dog sits in front of the painted oval frame in which the portrait appears: that is the 

Baroque trick of a picture within a picture. Reynolds scorns such tricks. His official 

self-portrait shows him in an elegant pose with his glove in his hand, the body fitting 

nicely into the clear and noble triangular outline which Raphael and Titian had liked, 

and behind him on the right appears a bust of Michelangelo. This portrait is clearly as 

programmatic as Hogarth’s. We know Reynolds’ doctrines in great detail. He gave 

altogether fifteen discourses and they were all printed. And whereas Hogarth’s 

Analysis of Beauty was admired by a few and neglected by most—a crotchety book 

with touches of genius in surprising places— Reynolds’ Discourses were international 

reading, owned for instance by Queen Marie Antoinette and the Empress Catherine 

the Great of Russia.  

 

What did Reynolds plead for? It is on the whole a consistent theory. ‘Study the great 

masters . . . who have stood the test of ages’, and especially ‘study the works of the 

ancient sculptors’. Copy ‘those choice parts’ from them ‘which have recommended 

the work to notice’; for ‘it is by being conversant with the invention of others that we 

learn to invent’. Do not be ‘a mere copier of nature’, do not ‘amuse mankind with the 

minute neatness of your imitations’, ‘endeavour to impress them by the grandeur 
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of…ideas’. That is what the Italians call gusto grande and the French beau idéal. Do 

not strive either for ‘dazzling elegancies’ of brushwork; form is superior to colour, as 

idea is to ornament. The history painter is the painter of the highest order; it is his 

right and duty to ‘deviate from vulgar and strict historical truth’. So Reynolds would 

not have been tempted by the reporter’s attitude to the painting of important 

contemporary events, as Thornhill had been. With such views on vulgar truth and 

general ideas, the portrait painter is ipso facto inferior to the history painter. Genre (as 

we have seen apropos Hogarth), and landscape and still-life rank even lower. The 

student ought to keep his ‘principal attention fixed upon the higher excellencies. If 

you compass them, and compass nothing more, you are still in the first class…You 

may be very imperfect, but still you are an imperfect artist of the highest order’. 

  

As I said, that is a consistent theory, and it is that of the Italian and even more the 

French seventeenth century, of Dufresnoy and Flibien. There is nothing specifically 

English m what I have so far told you. But what is eminently English about Reynolds 

and his Discourses is the far-reaching contrast between them and him—between what 

he preached and what he did. History painting and the Grand Manner, he told the 

students, is what they ought to aim at, but he was a portrait painter almost exclusively, 

and an extremely successful one. The great Roman painters, Raphael, Michelangelo, 

and Annibale Carracci, ought to be the English painter’s examples, but his are the 

Venetian Titian and the Dutchman Rembrandt, though he blames Rembrandt for 

‘taking individual nature just as he finds it’.  

 

How can one understand that? Is it hypocrisy or cant, as the French and the Germans 

would no doubt without hesitation call it? Whatever it is, Reynolds was aware of the 

clash between his art and his teaching. Already in 1770 he said: ‘A man is not weak, 

though he may not be able to wield the club of Hercules; nor does a man always 

practise that which he esteems the best, but does that which he can do best’. I need 

hardly stress how much this statement contradicts his advice to the students. At the 

end of his life, in his last discourse, he is more melancholy. He ends a long passage on 

the exalted perfection of Michelangelo by saying: ‘I have taken another course, one 

more suited to my abilities, and to the taste of the times in which I live. . . . Yet were I 

now to begin the world again, I would tread in the steps of that great master’.  

 

Now what is all this, if it is not hypocrisy? Perhaps compromise, that familiar English 

ideal? I think on the whole I would call it compromise; for Reynolds’ official portraits 

themselves are a blatant compromise. He recommended that to raise portraiture to the 

higher excellencies of art the artist ought to enlarge the subject ‘to a general idea’, e.g. 

by changing ‘the dress from a temporary fashion to one more permanent or by 

ennobling the character of a countenance’ even at the expense of likeness. That is the 

explanation of such portraits as ‘Miss Morris as Hope Nursing Love’, ‘Mrs. Crewe as 

St. Genevieve’, or ‘Lady Sarah Bunbury sacrificing to the Graces’, and also of 

borrowing the composition of ‘Mrs. Hartley as a Bacchante’ from Michelangelo’s 

Doni Madonna.  

 

The theory behind this does not satisfy us. We are inclined to think that an 

understanding of what is individual in a person if coupled with ‘dazzling elegancies’ 

of the brush is more profitable than such a general idea as Hope Nursing Love. We 

may respect Reynolds’ ‘Mrs. Siddons as the Tragic Muse’ and intellectually 

appreciate its subtle dependence on the sibyls of Michelangelo’s paintings in the 
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Sistine Chapel, but when we look at Gainsborough’s portrait we are thrilled by Mrs. 

Siddons the actress as she must have been in life—just as we are thrilled by Hogarth’s 

portrait of Captain Coram, as he must have been in life, or of the Arnolds, father and 

daughter, at the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge, though we know nothing much of 

who they were.  

 

And do not think that Reynolds’ low estimate of splendour and elegance of painting 

as such has anything to do with sour grapes. You need only look at such a portrait as 

that of Nelly O’Brien at the Wallace Collection in London to see that Reynolds was 

every bit as accomplished and subtle a painter as Gainsborough—the delicious striped 

skirt, pale blue and white, the play of light over her throat, the shaded pinks of her 

face. But it was ‘Lady Blake as Juno receiving the girdle from Venus’ and suchlike 

portraits that he sent in to the newly founded Academy.  

 

I would not have spent so much time over this curious case of Reynolds, if I did not 

see something profoundly English in it. There is anyway plenty that is English in the 

fact that he painted portraits and not mythology or saints, as they did for instance in 

Italy, and also in the fact that his portraits are so remarkably reticent and not at all 

showy. But to that I shall come later. For the moment I still want to go on with this 

peculiar problem of cant or compromise. It is by no means always easy to see where 

the border-line rims. If, as G. M. Young tells us, a manufacturer in the Bleak Age kept 

children of nine at work for nine hours at a temperature of 98 degrees, and let them 

sing hymns, that is cant at its worst. If, in the famous Voysey case of 1871, the 

Judicial Committee of the Privy Council decided that clergymen ‘may follow any 

interpretations of the [Thirty-Nine] Articles, which, by any reasonable allowance for 

the variety of human opinion, can be reconciled with their language’, that is not cant 

but compromise, even if compromise entering a field where I personally would not 

expect it. However, perhaps England is right. Perhaps this is indeed wisdom—the 

wisdom that made Pope write:  

 

For forms of government let fools contest  

That which is best administered is best.  

 

It is admittedly practical wisdom, worldly-wise wisdom, it is also admittedly 

illogical—and in action it can indeed look like double-faced-ness, but it can on the 

other hand also be tolerance. ‘Every case on its own merit’ is in my opinion one of the 

greatest blessings of English civilisation whether you are dealing with the higher 

walks of administration or with some detail of daily life. If, for my research in 

connection with The Buildings of England, the county inventories of buildings on 

which I am always busy, I find I can without any forewarning knock at the door of 

pretty well any country house and be, after some explanation, allowed to examine the 

inside as well as the outside, I feel ready to forsake French logicality without a 

murmur of regret—a logicality which shows itself in the irrevocable C’est interdit or 

C’est impossible, when one tries, out of the blue, to see not even a private house but, 

say, a school housed in a former monastery. No—give me reasonable and tolerant 

illogicality every time.  

 

But I must return to Reynolds; for we have not exhausted yet the important aspects of 

the problem in hand. Reynolds, who praises Raphael and Michelangelo so highly, 

knew their work in Rome. But what was his reaction to Raphael’s immortal ‘School 
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of Athens’, so noble, so calm? He painted a parody of it with caricatured English 

visitors instead of the Greek philosophers. He even admitted in his last discourse that 

the first sight of the great art of Renaissance Rome is a disappointment to the young 

English painter and recommended that we ought ‘to feign a relish till we find a relish 

come’. That is the hypocritical end; the tolerant, humane end is that Reynolds did not 

only paint ‘Mrs. Crewe as St. Genevieve’ but also ‘Master Crewe as Henry VIII ‘—a 

sturdy, pink-checked little boy of four dressed up as Henry VIII and standing legs 

wide apart in the famous pose of Holbein’s portrait of the King. That also is parody, 

parody of the painter, parody of pomposity of pose, parody of the sitter—in short, the 

ability not to take oneself or others too seriously. 

  

The detachment which this implies is, I think, of profound significance in English art. 

I will show you one unexpected way in which it makes an appearance. In my last 

lecture I mentioned the historicism of Victorian architecture and its early appearance 

in the English eighteenth century. I was then interested in it in so far as it - showed a 

literary rather than a visual approach to architectural style. Now I want to suggest that 

detachment is another cause of the pioneer position of England in the history of 

architectural revivals. The earliest case known to me is that of the Library of St. 

John’s College, Cambridge, built in 1624. That building has Gothic windows instead 

of the Jacobean ones one would expect, and they were chosen deliberately because, as 

the document says, ‘some men of judgment like the best the old fashion of church 

windows, holding it most meet for such a building’ as a college library. Surely here, at 

an amazingly early date, the whole detached attitude of the Gothic Revival is 

complete. Sir Christopher Wren, in spite of St. Paul’s Cathedral and Hampton Court, 

had exactly the same attitude. To some of his City churches he gave Gothic spires and 

towers and was of the opinion that they were ‘not ungraceful but ornamental’. And for 

the completion of Westminster Abbey he strongly urged a continuation of the forms 

of the ancient building; for ‘to deviate from the old Form, would be to run into a 

disagreeable Mixture’.  

 

What do you call that? Detachment? Conservatism? Or is it scepticism, as was so 

much leading English philosophy of the eighteenth century? You could call Reynolds’ 

Master Crewe scepticism, and certainly much of Horace Walpole’s attitude to the 

Gothic Revival was scepticism. As you know, he built his own country house, 

Strawberry Hill, in the shape of a Gothic castle, very pretty, very Rococo, yet with 

much care for the correct imitation of details. But in his letters he studiously avoids 

taking his own Gothicism too seriously—a civilised, a detached, if perhaps a 

somewhat pale attitude.  

 

But that is not what one would say of the extraordinary case of a self-conscious, 

detached choice of style in England as early as the fourteenth century. Henry Yevele, 

Master Mason of the King’s Works, built the nave of Westminster Abbey from 1362 

onwards, essentially in accordance with the system of elevation laid down a hundred 

years before by the first masons. He was ready to waive the Perpendicular style of his 

own generation for the sake of this conformity. And at Beverley Minster the same 

thing had happened about 1320-50, again in continuation of work designed a century 

earlier. I would be interested in parallels to this from other countries. As we have 

already seen, once historicism in architecture was established in Europe early in the 

nineteenth century the attitude is the same in all countries. Yet it seems to me that 

England went further than the others. We would call it shameless to submit to a client 
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church elevations in three different styles to the same plan. Yet something of that kind 

was done in England even by Sir John Soane, the most original, uncompromising, 

idiosyncratic of English architects of the early nineteenth century. 

 

Soane never completely fits into any category or system, as Hawksmoordoes not in 

the eighteenth and Butterfield in the later nineteenth century. They are to a certain 

extent laws unto themselves, and the only way in which I would feel inclined to link 

them to something peculiarly English is their very eccentricity. ‘Spleen’ is the term 

used on the Continent for this English quality, the quality that has made England the 

land of follies. I mean what we call follies in architecture, odd lookout towers or eye-

catchers or suchlike structures built for no utilitarian purpose whatever. 

 

However, that is only by the way introduced at this particular moment to remind you 

of my fundamental tenet of the polarities. We were talking of detachment, so let me 

make one more point to carry us over to my next lecture. Detachment is not only the 

attitude of Reynolds to his art (as it was, please remember, of Hogarth in his cool 

decision to start a new genre in art), but detachment appears also in the attitudes of the 

sitters themselves. It is the very thing that distinguishes the English portrait, whether 

Reynolds’ or Gainsborough’s, from those of France and Italy. The English portrait 

speaks in a lower voice, just as the Englishman does today, and as indeed the muffled 

sound of the English language seems to demand. The English portrait conceals more 

than it reveals, and when it reveals, it reveals with studied understatement. These men 

and women seem to be intent on’ doing what Jane 

Austen in Emma calls ‘the true English style’: ‘burying under a calmness that seems 

all but indifference, the real attachment’. 

 

Nobody shows passions in Reynolds and Gainsborough, and if there is more than one 

person on a canvas there is no heated argument. There is perhaps also not much fire. 

May I connect this for a moment with something unexpected: the landscape of 

England, of which you will hear much more later. It is a moderate landscape. Do you 

know William Morris’ wonderful description of it? 

 

Not much space for swelling into hugeness;…no great wastes 

overwhelming in their dreariness, no great solitudes of forests, no 

terrible untrodden mountain walls; all is measured, mingled, varied, 

gliding easily’ one thing into another, little rivers, little plains, ... little 

hills, little mountains, ... neither prison, nor palace, but a decent home. 

 

 

A decent home-yes, that moderation is indeed deeply English. No Michelangelo, no 

Rembrandt, no Grünewald, no Greco; no grand painting or sculpture, but beautifully 

carved small roof-bosses and capitals in the churches, and water-colour and miniature, 

all things on a small scale. And also the amateur painters from aunts to Prime 

Ministers. Nowhere a violent compulsion at single-minded self-expression to which a 

lifetime must be devoted-the amateur altogether and not the specialist. In the art of the 

mid-nineteenth century, naturalism is not as obtrusive as in Courbet and Zola. It is 

that of the Pre-Raphaelites. And in the architecture of about 1900 there is the fresh yet 

friendly and human style of Voysey, not the whole-hog throwing overboard of all 

traditions, as in Frank Lloyd Wright in America, in Garnier in France, in Behrens and 

Loos in Germany and Austria. 
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The revolution which led to the establishment of modern architecture was prepared 

step by step in England, first by William Morris in theory and design, then by such 

architects as Voysey; but the revolution itself had to be made abroad. Revolutions in 

England are unbloody, as that of 1688 and that of the last twenty years. Everything 

changes, only names, formulas, the outer demonstrative signs do not change. There 

are two causes for this, both equally English. One is reasonableness, and of that I shall 

have to say more in my next lecture; apropos the architecture of the Perpendicular 

style. The other is conservatism, and with a few words on that. I want to finish today. 

I have already in a previous lecture given you a list of venerable and ridiculous 

phenomena of conservatism in today’s England. Now I will argue that the instinct 

which made Henry Yevele, the mason of Chaucer’s time, choose a thirteenth-century 

style for his abbey, the instinct which made Wren and Vanbrugh interested in 

medieval forms, was not only detachment but also conservatism. 

 

To clinch this argument, I will invite you to consider three more examples, one each 

from architecture, painting, and sculpture. Wren intended to give St. Paul’s a shape on 

the monumental central plan of Rome and Paris. The clergy would not have it. The 

plan as it is today, compared with Baroque cathedrals abroad, is, I assure you, when 

you see it on paper, surprisingly like that of an English Norman cathedral-length of 

nave, of choir, of transepts, and so on. And Wren even gave St. Paul’s flying 

buttresses, although they are hidden by high screen walls. That is one case of 

conservatism. 

 

The second takes you back many centuries further. Canterbury Cathedral owned a 

famous manuscript written about 830 in France under strong oriental influence, the so 

called Utrecht Psalter. It was usual for monastic scribes to copy motifs from 

manuscripts in the possession of their libraries. But it is highly unusual that in 

England that particular manuscript was copied in the early eleventh century, again in 

the mid-twelfth century and again-though now much transformed-about 

1200. That is surely also a striking sign of conservatism. 

 

Finally the Perpendicular style: England created it about 1330. It was an utter break-

away from what had gone before. But once it had been established universally in the 

country, say by 1370 and 1380, it remained virtually unchanged for 150 years-so 

much so, that it is not at all easy even for the specialist to date Perpendicular window 

tracery or other details. Even sculpture does not help: for that also-in total contrast to, 

for example, Germany-remained without a firm progressive direction for about a 

century, a specially interesting fact, I think, because the Perpendicular style is about 

the most English creation in architecture. That is the reason why I am going to devote 

to it a good deal of my next lecture.  

 

 

 


